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Shining satanic armour to impose barbaric rule
Enraged by all seen we recite the curse of destruction
I carve the ashen fate
Crystallised in brimstone
Arsenal of religious hate
Vaporise the populace of drones
Within the star's clairvoyance
A swarming sign of locusts
Release the black ordinance
A wall of flames erectus
Rampant penetration
Seraphic sacrifice
Besiege the landscape of holy desire
As commander and destroyer I think thrice
Your paradigms flawed Â– now on fire
Death projection Â– the priest is the beast
Recollection Â– two thousand years without peace
The unholy sepulchre rises as I tread
Crumbling the sacrament
Bombshells reign
Psychotic explosions
It's perversion or death
The ultimate ordinance of obliteration
Fire at will
The ultimate ordinance
The sky reveals our comrades
A swift demonic breed
Those fed by this anger
Are spawned by Ares' seed
Failing oppression of the hierarchy
The false confessions of the worthless
Cyclonic birthplace darkens the sky
Black ice emerges to command their deaths
Doomed destinations we allocate
To minions driven only by wanton hate
Orders executed against the blind
Crush all temples and burn all minds
Beneath the cross where the bell once chimed
Charred remnants of the sermon you'll find
Order must be obeyed
We see no signs of learning
The end of the ultimate war climaxes in psychic
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burning
Death projection Â– the priest for the feast
Recollections
Jesus bleeding without peace
The unholy sepulchre rises as I trounce
Crumbling the sacrament
Bombshells reign
Psychotic explosions
It's perversion or death
Payload beckoning, ultimate ordinance
Condemn and destroy
The ultimate ordinance
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